
Approvals/Product
 

1. When will Coverpath be approved in New York and Puerto Rico?
We continue to seek New York and Puerto Rico approval 
and are hopeful that both could be approved in the second 
quarter of 2021.

2. When will LISR, ALIR and HECV riders be available? I tried doing 
ALIR for minor policy and was not allowed. Why?
ALIR and HECV will be available in early 2021. LISR is targeted 
in the fourth quarter or 2021. 

3. How much can clients contribute to ALIR? Two times, or 1.5 
times? Or other ratio?
ALIR contribution limits will vary by age and face amount.  In 
general, clients will be able to contribute up to10 times the 
base premium into ALIR (20x for1035 exchanges). Clients 
may need additional underwriting and amounts are subject 
to Coverpath’s $1M/$3M underwriting limits. 

4. If Whole Life is already on Coverpath, when could we expect to 
have CareChoice?
A time table for CareChoice has not been determined yet.

5. Will our AAX illustrations committee be able to speak to how we 
design materials that are supplemental to a basic illustration?
Coverpath is aligned with the AAX new business committee 
and meets with them regularly for input. Please direct other 
matters through your regular AAX channels.

6. Any update on 1035 exchanges with Coverpath Whole Life?
When ALIR is released, it will allow for 1035 exchanges.
 

Underwriting
 

7. When will premium solve become available on Coverpath?
Premium solve is expected  in the first quarter of 2021.

8. When will Table ratings be available for quotes and applications? 
We currently have table ratings up to Table 4/D.  Additional 
table ratings are expected in the first half of 2021.

9. Can non-residents use Coverpath to apply for life insurance?
Yes, with a max face amount of up to $1 million.

Exam Scheduling/Medical
 

10. How are we scheduling a medical through the system if we do 
not have access to the paramed’s company calendar?
In-app exam scheduling is expected to be available in the 
first quarter of 2021. This feature will include access to the 
paramed company’s calendar.

11. Can we schedule our own labs? 
As noted in Qestion10, in-app exam scheduling will 
be available in early 2021. Until then, please notify our 
support team you scheduled an exam and provide a lab 
slip once done. We encourage you to schedule exams 
through Coverpath as it will give you a faster underwriting 
experience. 

12. Can you add a question “will agent be ordering exam”? 
Coverpath does not have plans for this, however, we will add 
it to the list of feature requests.

13. Will this integrate with our ExamOne account as we have 
multiple cases outside of Coverpath?
Coverpath has its own ExamOne account to ensure we get 
the lab results directly into the system as soon as the lab 
processing is complete. This supports faster underwriting 
turnaround times.

14. Many doctors are using a copy service to get medical records. 
How should we communicate with copy service providers?
We encourage you to use the same process you use within 
EZ-app to retrieve medical records.

15. What does “Customer Support Pending” mean?
Coverpath Support team is preparing necessary documents 
for client signature. e.g. signature needed from a joint owner.

16. What’s the best way to provide feedback for improvements?
Please visit hub.coverpath.com to submit any feature 
requests or comments. All input is promptly reviewed, 
categorized, assessed and prioritized. Learn more here. 

17. Is it possible to revise a previously submitted quote? How do you 
see this changing to facilitate ease and transparency?
While you may revise an application, you cannot revise 
a quote. You may, however, run multiple quotes. We are 
looking to add functionality in first quarter of 2021 allowing 
advisors to save quotes and edit them at a later date.

18. If a lab is required, can the app move forward without it? 
Since currently APSs are ordered on less than 14% of 
Coverpath business, we do not move apps forward until after 
an underwriter has reviewed lab results. 

19. Can a husband and wife use the same email address?
A husband and wife can use the same email address if they 
share ownership on all policies. If they are individual owners 
of separate policies, they need separate email addresses.

Frequently Asked Questions
Coverpath Blue Chip Advisor Forum:  December 2, 2020

Following is a summary of all questions that were asked via Sli.do during the December 2 live Blue Chip Advisor Panel.           
If you weren’t able to attend the panel or wish to review any information, the full replay of the event is available here.  

For internal use only. 

https://hub.coverpath.com/videos/tips-under-10-join-the-coverpath-conversation/
https://hub.coverpath.com/videos/blue-chip-advisor-panel-replay/


20. If the client needs time to confirm their schedule for the exam 
can we go back in and schedule or is it a one time chance? 
The advisor can schedule up until the two-day timer expires, 
at which point the vendor will contact the client.

21. Is there a place to find out what the medical requirements are 
prior to starting the application?
In most cases, medical requirements are the same as 
core. One point of deviation is that adult clients applying for 
$50,000 or less will need a full blood/urine exam. 
 

Servicing
 

22. Are you open until 5 on the West Coast yet? If not, when? 
We have piloted a 8 am-8 pm EST support model with little 
volume after 7 pm EST.  As a result, we have decided on the 
following hours:

 • Monday:  8 am - 8 pm
 • Tuesday:  9 am - 7 pm
 • Wednesday:  9 am - 7 pm

We aim to answer all after-hours support questions within 
four business hours. We regularly monitor support levels.

23. Can we add the ability to have multiple sessions of Coverpath 
running at the same time? 
Coverpath does not have plans for this, however, will add it to 
the list of feature requests.

24. When will the Society of 1851 advisors have a special team? 
There is a need to speak with underwriters when a decision is 
made and it can be extremely frustrating.
Beginning February 2021, Society of 1851 advisors will have 
access to preferred service and underwriting. 

25. Can we add the FR2200 form to share medical information with 
the agent? 
The FR2200 is in the Coverpath forms repository and can be 
manually sent with an application. 

26. Can we launch a Spanish language option in Coverpath?
Coverpath doesn’t have plans to offer a non-English version. 
We will include this request for future consideration.

27. When will the option of pulling up key/inforce policy information 
be available, as it is on regular processed policies?
Currently Coverpath policy information flows to CRC. 
Coverpath will build additional inforce capabilities over 2021.

28. Will changes be made so that agents can make changes for 
clients post issue?
Yes, please visit the Help Center.  

User Experience 
 
29. Is there a PDF to email clients that explains what to expect during 

the application process?
Yes, there is a client one-pager and video that explain the 
process along with a Gainfully email to share with them. 
Click here to see these resources.

30. Can you elaborate on updates coming to the signature process?  
Coverpath requires clients to leave and locate an email from 
DocuSign to sign their application. Clients will soon be able to 
sign their application without leaving Coverpath. 
 

31. When will you fix the drop down when selecting a whole life 
product to be able to view the entire line? 
This occurs on smaller screens/browser windows only and  
expanding the browser window will solve it. We are working 
on a fix so that the drop-down adjusts automatically for 
smaller browser windows by year-end.  

  
32. Would like a cover page option for brief details of case if needed 

within the application also attachments feature.    
Cover letters can be submitted for Coverpath policies. To 
submit a cover letter, visit the forms repository and follow the 
instructions. 

33. In EZ-app, we have the ability to include MMLIA (Ash/Crump) 
supplemental form with application. Will we have the ability to 
send together with the app? 
The Ash/Crump form can be submitted for Coverpath 
policies. To submit this form, visit the forms repository and 
follow the instructions. 
 

34. Will Coverpath ever work with MMLIA/Ash Brokerage. 
Coverpath’s process is much better than their drop ticket, etc. ? 
We are not exploring this at the present time.
 

Other
 

35. Can you create more needs-based selling tools? Example: a 
source of tax-free income to cover the cost of non-deductible 
retirement expenses.
Marketing is continuously adding new client-use content to 
Gainfully email and Hearsay social. 

36. With EZ-app we can do the app, print it, and send it to the client 
who does not want to complete the app electronically. Can we do 
this with Coverpath?
Coverpath is an all-digital platform, but you may choose how 
much of the application you wish to complete for your client. 

 

For internal use only. 

 • Thursday:  9 am - 7 pm
 • Friday:  9 am - 6 pm

Need Assistance?                  support@coverpath.com                         866-957-5347                               Live chat
   

https://hub.coverpath.com/new-tools-to-help-your-clients-understand-the-coverpath-process/
mailto:support%40coverpath.com?subject=
https://help.coverpath.com/hc/en-us
https://help.coverpath.com/hc/en-us/articles/360050586752-Changing-a-Policy-Beneficiary-Post-Issue
https://help.coverpath.com/hc/en-us/categories/360003172752-Forms
https://help.coverpath.com/hc/en-us/categories/360003172752-Forms

